Welcome to Sage’s Autumn 2023 catalogue

We hope you find this edited selection of our new publishing and key bestsellers both interesting and useful.

Please visit our website at **www.sagepublications.com** for all our titles and more detailed information about their content and resources.

All of our catalogues are available online at:

**uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/sage-books-catalogues**

To find your local representative please go to:

**uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/sales-information**

Happy browsing - please do contact us if you have any questions about our titles.

**The Sage Book Sales Team**
LEADING CHANGE
THROUGH THE LENS OF
CULTURAL PROFICIENCY
An Equitable Approach to Race and Social Class in Our Schools
Jaime E. Welborn, Tamika Casey, Keith T. Myatt, Randall B. Lindsey
With a focus on engagement, leadership, implementation frameworks and collaborative learning, this book demonstrates how to uncover and remedy inequities. Designed for education leaders at all levels of the education system, it's the ideal foundational text for implementing Cultural Proficiency.

Subject: Achievement of Minority Students
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071823699 • 416pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £30.99
Corwin

DON’T SUSPEND ME!
An Alternative Discipline Toolkit
Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan, John E. Hannigan
As educators face ever-changing discipline laws and regulations coupled with a return to in-person learning, the Second Edition of Don’t Suspend Me! arrives at the perfect time to guide them in everything they need to know to avoid reverting to traditional, exclusionary discipline practices.

Subject: Behaviour Management
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071870143 • 176pp
2nd edition • Jun-22 • £27.99
Corwin

HOW TO BUILD YOUR
ANTIRACIST CLASSROOM
Orlene Badu
The focus of this book is how teachers can challenge the systemic inequalities within educational structures by developing and committing to an anti-racist practice which allows every child to thrive.

Subject: Achievement of Minority Students
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529791488 • 264pp
1st edition • Jun-23 • £19.99
Corwin UK

THE EAL TEACHING BOOK
Promoting Success for Multilingual Learners
Jean Conteh
A complete guide to understanding, learning from and teaching bilingual and EAL children in schools.

Readership: All trainee teachers
Subject: Bilingual/EAL Learners
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529611953 • 256pp
4th edition • Jun-23 • £28.99
Learning Matters

ACTION RESEARCH
Using Strategic Inquiry to Improve Teaching and Learning
Stephan Michael Putman, Tracy C. Rock
This text helps educators think about assessment to guide decision-making, and help them be proactive in planning interventions that can be used to determine the effectiveness of various instructional strategies.

Subject: Action Research/Practitioner Inquiry
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781506307985 • 280pp
1st edition • Mar-17 • £36
SAGE Publications, Inc

CO-PLANNING
Five Essential Practices to Integrate Curriculum and Instruction for English Learners
Andrea Honigsfeld, Maria G. Dove
Bestselling authors Andrea Honigsfeld and Maria G. Dove have returned with this new resource that complements and expands on their previous titles on co-teaching and collaboration by addressing collaborative planning in greater depth.

Subject: Bilingual/EAL Learners
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544365992 • 280pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £32.99
Corwin
CO-TEACHING FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS
A Guide to Collaborative Planning, Instruction, Assessment, and Reflection
Maria G. Dove, Andrea Honigsfeld
This book offers a detailed explanation of co-teaching which has been embraced by many as a particularly powerful strategy for serving English Learners.

Subject: Bilingual/EAL Learners
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781483390918 • 312pp
1st edition • Dec-17 • £32.99
Corwin

FROM EQUITY INSIGHTS TO ACTION
Critical Strategies for Teaching Multilingual Learners
Andrea Honigsfeld, Maria G. Dove, Audrey F. Cohan, Carrie McDermott Goldman
This ready-to-use guide offers practical, classroom-level strategies for educators seeking thoughtful, research-informed, and accessible information on how to champion equity for MLLs in a post-COVID era.

Subject: Bilingual/EAL Learners
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071855065 • 120pp
1st edition • Oct-21 • £24.99
Corwin

DIGITAL-AGE TEACHING FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS
A Guide to Equitable Learning for All Students
Heather Rubin, Lisa M. Estrada, Andrea Honigsfeld
Building from significant developments in education policy, research, and remote learning innovations, this newly revised edition offers unique ways to bridge the digital divide that disproportionally affects culturally and linguistically diverse learners.

Subject: Bilingual/EAL Learners
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071824467 • 176pp
2nd edition • Mar-22 • £26.99
Corwin

UNLOCKING ENGLISH LEARNERS’ POTENTIAL
Strategies for Making Content Accessible
Diane S. Fenner, Sydney C. Snyder
This rich ELL resource helps content and ESOL teachers collaboratively help struggling ELLs meet today’s rigorous content standards using research-based scaffolding techniques, advocacy and more.

Subject: Bilingual/EAL Learners
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506352770 • 288pp
1st edition • Jul-17 • £24.99
Corwin

EL EXCELLENCE EVERY DAY
The Flip-to Guide for Differentiating Academic Literacy
Tonya Ward Singer
Much more than a resource for EL specialists, EL Excellence Every Day is written for every teacher, with a singular focus on improving the ways we all differentiate literacy instruction. Busy teachers will appreciate over 85 flip-to strategies that help engage and support all learners, as well as 200+ prompts and linguistic scaffolds to facilitate academic conversations connected to specific literacy goals.

Subject: Bilingual/EAL Learners
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781506377872 • 328pp
1st edition • Jun-18 • £30.99
Corwin

CHILD DEVELOPMENT FOR EARLY YEARS STUDENTS AND PRACTITIONERS
Sally Neaum
This accessible guide to child development is for students of degrees and foundation degrees in Early Years, Early Childhood Studies and related disciplines and for early years practitioners.

Readership: Students of degrees and foundation degrees in Early Years, Early Childhood Studies and related disciplines
Subject: Child development
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529792874 • 280pp
5th edition • Jul-22 • £21.99
Learning Matters
INTRODUCTION TO PLAY
Jane Waters-Davies

This textbook brings together all aspects of play in one place. Covering a wide range of types of play, play pioneers and their theories, play environments, and how play relates to young children’s learning and development, the chapters also draw out tensions and challenges for those working with young children.

Readership: For undergraduate students taking BA Early Childhood Studies, Early Years, Primary Education and PGCE Early Years Foundation Degrees, either on distinct Play modules, or for use across the whole course.

Subject: Children’s Play
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529743562 • 272pp
1st edition • Apr-22 • £25.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

A LITTLE GUIDE FOR TEACHERS: SUPPORTING BEHAVIOUR IN THE CLASSROOM
Fintan O’Regan

A Little Guide for Teachers: Supporting Behaviour in the Classroom inspires readers to rethink how they manage behaviour. Using the authors’ tried and tested approach, the book encourages them to manage mood as a preventative strategy for disruptive behaviour.

Readership: Students, Teachers continuing professional development and learning support/teaching assistants.

Subject: Classroom Management & Student Behaviour
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529718553 • 88pp
1st edition • Oct-20 • £10.99
Corwin UK

MR T DOES PRIMARY HISTORY
Stuart Tiffany

This book supports educators in devising history lessons that tell more than one story and that speak to and engage all of the children in the classroom.

Readership: Primary schools, and individual teachers working with children from 5 to 11. Also those that are in ITT.

Subject: Classroom Activities
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529611021 • 168pp
1st edition • Jul-23 • £21.99
Corwin UK

BEHAVIOUR: THE LOST MODULES
Jen Foster

Behaviour: The Lost Modules is a book by a teacher for teachers, drawing on common sense, personal experiences and current research. This practical guide is easy to read and provides everything teachers need to know about behaviour in primary schools.

Readership: All primary school teachers

Subject: Classroom Management & Student Behaviour
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529608724 • 208pp
1st edition • Oct-23 • £21.99
Corwin UK

“THESE KIDS ARE OUT OF CONTROL”
Why We Must Reimagine “Classroom Management” for Equity
H. Richard Milner IV, Heather B. Cunningham, Lori Delale-O’Connor, Erika Gold Kestenberg

“Important, timely, and necessary! . . . This essential book challenges control and punishment in classroom management and offers culturally caring and sustaining ways to create supportive learning classrooms for all students.”

- Tyrone Howard, Professor UCLA Graduate School of Education

Subject: Classroom Management & Student Behaviour
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781483374802 • 200pp
1st edition • Oct-18 • £26.99
Corwin

DE-IMPLEMENTATION
Creating the Space to Focus on What Works
Peter M. DeWitt

Ineff ective practices don’t just waste teacher time; they can have a catastrophic impact on student progress. Using de-implementation will shine a light on the path forward—one where teachers can focus on what works, and students can focus on learning.

Subject: Coaching
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071885215 • 160pp
1st edition • Jul-22 • £24.99
Corwin
KNIGHT: THE IMPACT CYCLE BUNDLE

Jim Knight

Join the hundreds of thousands of educators who already have benefited from this ground-breaking work. The Impact Cycle will help readers build upon expertise, and, along with the companion Reflection Guide, soon enough they too, will experience the next “Jim Knight phenomenon.”

Subject: Coaching
Category: Professional

Bundle • 9781544317236
1st edition • Nov-21 • £44.99
Corwin

THE IMPACT CYCLE

What Instructional Coaches Should Do to Foster Powerful Improvements in Teaching
Jim Knight

Jim Knight introduces an all-new instructional coaching cycle for ensuring teachers and, in turn, their students improve in clear, measurable ways.

Subject: Coaching
Category: Professional

Paperback • 9781506306865 • 288pp
1st edition • Oct-17 • £33.99
Corwin

THE REFLECTION GUIDE TO THE IMPACT CYCLE

What Instructional Coaches Should Do to Foster Powerful Improvements in Teaching
Jim Knight, Jennifer Ryschon Knight, Clinton Carlson

What makes this Reflection Guide the perfect companion to The Impact Cycle? Because it functions almost like a daily planner for reaching, even exceeding, your coaching goals. Jam-packed with key concepts, prompts, and exercises, this guide will prove indispensable to coaches and leaders.

Subject: Coaching
Category: Professional

Spiral • 9781544308753 • 120pp
1st edition • Feb-18 • £16.99
Corwin

THE LEADER’S GUIDE TO COACHING IN SCHOOLS

Creating Conditions for Effective Learning
John Campbell, Christian van Nieuwerburgh

This guide equips readers with an 8-step model for coaching staff to define individual goals and identify what it takes to achieve and sustain desired results.

Subject: Coaching
Category: Professional

Paperback • 9781506378008 • 144pp
1st edition • Sep-17 • £25.99
Corwin

THE REFLECTION GUIDE TO BETTER CONVERSATIONS

Coaching Ourselves and Each Other to Be More Credible, Caring, and Connected
Jim Knight, Jennifer Ryschon Knight, Clinton Carlson

Instructional coaches, administrators, teachers: in this Reflection Guide, Jim delivers a framework for improving professional dialogue that is so clearly signposted, it might as well be called a day planner.

Subject: Communication Skills
Category: Professional

Spiral • 9781506338835 • 184pp
1st edition • Feb-16 • £16.99
Corwin

BETTER CONVERSATIONS

Coaching Ourselves and Each Other to Be More Credible, Caring, and Connected
Jim Knight

This book will help readers communicate clearly, help them learn, connect, and be better. At the heart of its innovation is the belief that we can “self-coach” ourselves to become better communicators.

Subject: Communication Skills
Category: Professional

Paperback • 9781506307459 • 256pp
1st edition • Dec-15 • £23.99
Corwin
THIS IS DISCIPLINARY LITERACY
Reading, Writing, Thinking, and Doing . . . Content Area by Content Area
ReLeah Cossett Lent
This Is Disciplinary Literacy gives students entrance to the global communities of practice, and provides schools, districts, and teachers with a proven approach that makes college-and-career-readiness a reality.

Subject: Content Literacy (K-12)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506306698 • 232pp
1st edition • Nov-15 • £23.99
Corwin

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE
Writing and Professional Development
Gillie E J Bolton, Russell Delderfield
This bestselling book explains how expressive and explorative writing can develop reflective practice and invite critical examination of practice, values, roles, and responsibilities.

Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781526411709 • 296pp
5th edition • Mar-18 • £25.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

EVERY TEACHER A LEADER
Developing the Needed Dispositions, Knowledge, and Skills for Teacher Leadership
Barbara B. Levin, Lynne R. Schrum
This book provides current and potential teacher leaders with the background, content and knowledge base they need to become successful leaders.

Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506326436 • 200pp
1st edition • Jul-16 • £30.99
Corwin

COLLABORATING THROUGH COLLECTIVE EFFICACY CYCLES
Ensuring All Students and Teachers Succeed
Toni Osborn Faddis, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey
This book demystifies the concept of collective efficacy and empowers teacher teams with the necessary tools to ignite collaborative processes, pool energy and resources, determine their impact, and foster mutual accountability at a school-wide level.

Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781071888629 • 192pp
1st edition • Mar-23 • £24.99
Corwin

LEADING POWERFUL PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
Responding to Complexity With Adaptive Expertise
Deidre Marjory Le Fevre, Helen S.Timperley, Katherine Mary Twyford, Fiona Ruth Ell
Generate multifaceted solutions to real-life classroom issues with this innovative, research-based approach to the design and delivery of sustained, collaborative, evidence-informed, and student-focused professional learning.

Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781544361451 • 160pp
1st edition • Dec-19 • £30.99
Corwin

HIGH-IMPACT INSTRUCTION
A Framework for Great Teaching
Jim Knight
A dynamic guide to improving student achievement through high impact teaching practices and school improvement.

Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781412981774 • 392pp
1st edition • Jan-13 • £33.99
Corwin
OPENING DOORS TO EQUITY
A Practical Guide to Observation-Based Professional Learning
Tonya Ward Singer

Learn how to bring team observation into the classroom to test, refine and transform instruction so that students of all backgrounds achieve. Ideal for classroom teachers, grade-level team facilitators, department chairs, and all education leaders.

Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781452292236 • 248pp
1st edition • Feb-15 • £24.99
Corwin

PLC+
Better Decisions and Greater Impact by Design
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, John Taylor Almarode, Karen T. Flories, David T. Nagel

PLC+ is grounded in four cross-cutting themes—a focus on equity of access and opportunity, high expectations for all students, a commitment to building individual self-efficacy and the collective efficacy of the professional learning community, and effective team activation and facilitation to move from discussion to action.

Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544361796 • 216pp
1st edition • Sep-19 • £30.99
Corwin

A LITTLE GUIDE FOR TEACHERS: FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
Shirley Clarke

Bridging the gap between research and practice, A Little Guide for Teachers: Formative Assessment gives teachers practical tried and tested strategies to put formative assessment into action in their classrooms.

Readership: School teachers
Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529726558 • 104pp
1st edition • Nov-20 • £10.99
Corwin UK

QUALITY IMPLEMENTATION
Leveraging Collective Efficacy to Make “What Works” Actually Work
Jenni Anne Marie Donohoo, Steven Katz

Designed to overcome a common barrier to successful implementation of school improvement efforts - entrenched belief systems - this book digs deeper into the power of collective efficacy. Teams with a strong sense of collective efficacy devise ways to make “what’s supposed to work” actually work, and find ways to exercise control over challenges that surround them.

Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544354255 • 128pp
1st edition • Oct-19 • £24.99
Corwin

A LITTLE GUIDE FOR TEACHERS: TEACHER WELLBEING AND SELF-CARE
Adrian Bethune, Emma Kell

A Little Guide for Teachers: Teacher Wellbeing and Self-Care explains how wellbeing is essential to effective teaching, and gives teachers practical tools to take back control of the classroom.

Readership: Teachers continuing professional development.
Subject: Continuing Professional Development
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529730579 • 120pp
1st edition • Oct-20 • £10.99
Corwin UK

FIGHTING FAKE NEWS
Teaching Students to Identify and Interrogate Information Pollution
Jeffrey D. Wilhelm, Michael W. Smith, Hugh Kesson, Deborah Appleman

Fighting Fake News helps readers model how to read, myth-bust, truth-test, and respond in ways that lead to wisdom rather than reactivity. No matter the content being taught, the lessons showcased here provide engaging, collaborative reading and discussion experiences for all.

Subject: Critical Thinking
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071854655 • 264pp
1st edition • May-23 • £20.99
Corwin
CONCEPT-BASED CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION FOR THE THINKING CLASSROOM

H. Lynn Erickson, Lois A. Lanning, Rachel Leah French

Teachers can take learning beyond the facts with an approach that develops conceptual thinking and problem-solving skills. This book advances a Concept-Based curriculum to recapture students' innate curiosity about the world and provide the thrilling feeling of using one's mind well.

Subject: Curriculum
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506355399 • 248pp
2nd edition • Apr-17 • £30.99
Corwin

SEQUENCING THE PRIMARY CURRICULUM

Seamus Gibbons, Emma Lennard

This book shows readers how to sequence and plan their teaching in every curriculum subject to ensure they are offering balanced and cohesive learning opportunities that align with the National Curriculum in England.

Readership: All students on primary initial teacher education courses including university-based (PGCE, BEd, BA with QTS), and schools-based (School Direct, SCITT, Teach First) routes into teaching, and qualified teachers wishing to enhance their teaching practice.

Subject: Curriculum Development
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529600735 • 176pp
1st edition • Oct-23 • £19.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

FALL DOWN 7 TIMES, GET UP 8

Raising and Teaching Self-Motivated Learners, K-12

Debbie Thompson Silver

This revised edition of the beloved bestseller, Fall Down Seven Times, Get Up Eight, has sensible answers, including both what to say and what not to say to truly help kids self-motivate and become independent, lifelong learners.

Subject: Curriculum Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071820162 • 264pp
2nd edition • Jul-21 • £23.99
Corwin

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP

Creating Practice Out of Theory

Peter M. DeWitt

Instructional Leadership is one of the most researched and discussed leadership practices, but most school leaders don't know where to begin or how to balance this role with all of their other responsibilities. Peter DeWitt's Instructional Leadership provides practical tools for delivering lasting improvement through small, manageable changes over time.

Subject: Curriculum Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544381411 • 176pp
1st edition • May-20 • £21.99
Corwin

FEEDBACK FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CLASSROOM

New Perspectives, Practices, and Possibilities

Brent Duckor, Carrie L. Holmberg

Educators Brent Duckor and Carrie Holmberg show readers how to plan, enact, and reflect on feedback practices within lessons and across units using an accessible, comprehensive, and innovative framework that illuminates the path towards equity and excellence for all.

Subject: Curriculum Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544361574 • 384pp
1st edition • May-23 • £33.99
Corwin

DEEP LEARNING

Engage the World Change the World

Michael Fullan, Joanne Quinn, Joanne Joy McCaen

New Pedagogies for Deep Learning (NDPL) provides a comprehensive strategy for systemwide transformation. Using the 6 competencies of NDPL and a wealth of vivid examples, Fullan re-defines and re-examines what deep learning is and identifies the practical strategies for revolutionizing learning and leadership.

Subject: Curriculum Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506368580 • 208pp
1st edition • Feb-18 • £30.99
Corwin
THE PRINCIPAL AS CURRICULUM LEADER
Shaping What Is Taught and Tested
Allan A. Glatthorn, Mahatam S. Jailall, Julie K. Jailall

Packed with useful guidelines, this practical how-to guide helps principals collaborate with teachers and district leaders to create a more meaningful curriculum.

Subject: Curriculum Strategy Development & Assessment
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781483353111 • 288pp
4th edition • Nov-16 • £31.99
Corwin

THE DISSERTATION JOURNEY
A Practical and Comprehensive Guide to Planning, Writing, and Defending Your Dissertation (Updated)
Carol M. Roberts, Laura Hyatt

Written in an engaging and motivational style, The Dissertation Journey is a comprehensive how-to guide for graduate students faced with the challenge of developing and writing a quality dissertation.

Subject: Decision Making Tools
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781506373317 • 240pp
3rd edition • Oct-18 • £31.99
Corwin

THE LITERATURE REVIEW
Six Steps to Success
Lawrence (Larry) Anthony Machi, Brenda Tyler McEvoy

Using the six-step model, readers will work seamlessly to narrow their research topic, focus their literature search, negotiate the myriad of books, periodicals, and reports about their topic—and, of course, write the review.

Subject: Decision Making Tools
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071852903 • 264pp
4th edition • Mar-22 • £30.99
Corwin

THE REFLECTIVE EDUCATOR’S GUIDE TO CLASSROOM RESEARCH
Learning to Teach and Teaching to Learn Through Practitioner Inquiry
Nancy Fichtman Dana, Diane Yendol-Hoppey

This book helps educators everywhere to understand the importance of teacher inquiry and data analysis and provides a step-by-step description of the action research process.

Subject: Decision Making Tools
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544352183 • 352pp
4th edition • Oct-19 • £32.99
Corwin

DATAPROOF YOUR SCHOOL
How to use assessment data effectively
Richard Selfridge, James Pembroke

This accessible guide supports readers with using data to support their students and their school.

Readership: For teachers and school leaders in primary and secondary schools.
Subject: Decision Making Tools
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529730340 • 192pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £23.99
Corwin UK

COLLECTIVE EFFICACY
How Educators’ Beliefs Impact Student Learning
Jenni Anne Marie Donohoo

This book presents practical strategies and tools for increasing student achievement through the collective actions of educators.

Subject: Designing & Evaluating Staff Development
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506356495 • 152pp
1st edition • Feb-17 • £24.99
Corwin
DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
One Size Doesn’t Fit All
Gayle H. Gregory, Carolyn M. Chapman

Discover why 100,000+ teachers look to this ground-breaking text to put differentiated instruction immediately into practice. This new edition includes new strategies and a Common Core lesson-planning template.

Subject: Differentiation
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781452260983 • 232pp
3rd edition • Jan-13 • £30.99
Corwin

EFFECTIVE PRACTICE IN THE EARLY YEARS
Pansy McFarlane-Edmond, Christine Withers

A one stop shop for Early Years students on what it means to be a professional within the early years.

Readership: Students of degrees and foundation degrees in Early years, Early Childhood and related disciplines.
Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529798838 • 168pp
1st edition • Jun-23 • £22.99
Learning Matters

LEARNING STORIES
Constructing Learner Identities in Early Education
Margaret Carr, Wendy Lee

This text shows how learning stories can help create learner identities and affect education, pedagogy and learning.

Readership: Students and practitioners in early childhood education
Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Academic
Paperback • 9780857020932 • 168pp
1st edition • Mar-12 • £29.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

PEDAGOGICAL DOCUMENTATION IN EARLY YEARS PRACTICE
Seeing Through Multiple Perspectives
Alma Fleet, Catherine Patterson, Janet Robertson

This book draws on the projects and experiences of senior researchers from nations including Australia, Canada, Sweden, Singapore, the UK and the USA to highlight multiple approaches to pedagogical documentation.

Readership: Anyone on an Early Years undergraduate or postgraduate course, as well as early career researchers.
Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Academic
Paperback • 9781473944619 • 240pp
1st edition • Jul-17 • £32.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

LEARNING STORIES IN PRACTICE
Margaret Carr, Wendy Lee

The sequel to the ground-breaking Learning Stories, this book further discusses the philosophy behind the notion of narrative assessment while being a practical guide on how to write ‘good stories’ and engage with a range of audiences.

Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781526423757 • 192pp
1st edition • May-19 • £29.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

SELF-REGULATION IN THE EARLY YEARS
Sue Robson, Antonia Zachariou

This book supports students and practitioners in Early Childhood Studies, Early Years, Education and related disciplines in understanding self-regulation.

Readership: Students of degrees and foundation degrees in Early Years, Early Childhood Studies or related disciplines. Students of early years initial teacher training, EYT candidates. Early Years practitioners.
Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529770995 • 216pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £21.99
Learning Matters
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Current realities and future priorities
Cathy Nutbrown

An accessible and comprehensive overview of current practice, policy, and research in early childhood education written by established and emerging stars in the field.

Readership: This is an essential companion for students on early childhood studies or early years courses as they undertake their compulsory research project. It is also useful for early years practitioners required to carry out small-scale research.

Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529600063 • 256pp
5th edition • Jul-23 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

LEADERSHIP IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
Challenges and Complexities
Jill Harrison, Heather Munn, Rebecca Thistle, Diana Harris, Louise Atkins, Lauren Whale

This book considers the challenges of leadership in the early years, exploring both the theoretical aspects, and the skills and tools needed to support and develop leadership and mentoring in practice.

Readership: For use by undergraduate students across, or on distinct leadership modules on Early Childhood or Early Years courses. All Early Years teaching programmes have elements of leadership embedded within them.

Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529767520 • 160pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £19.99
Corwin UK

LEARNING THEORIES FOR EARLY YEARS PRACTICE
Sean MacBlain

The perfect guide for students who need to get to grips with learning theories and how they relate to practice, this book covers Early and Modern theorists and their theories, and how they apply to early years education today.

Readership: For use by undergraduate students on Early Childhood and Early Years courses.

Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529757064 • 152pp
2nd edition • Feb-22 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

MAKING PLAY WORK IN EARLY YEARS SETTINGS
Tales from the sandpit
Dawn Rigby

This book supports early years professional to make a play-based curriculum work in practice.

Readership: Early Years Practitioners

Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529767520 • 160pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £19.99
Corwin UK

DOING YOUR EARLY YEARS RESEARCH PROJECT
A Step by Step Guide
Guy Roberts-Holmes, Rachael Levy, Sinead Harmey

This bestselling guide takes the reader on a practical step-by-step journey of an early years research project by breaking down each section into accessible and digestible topics.

Readership: This is an essential companion for students on early childhood studies or early years courses as they undertake their compulsory research project. It is also useful for early years practitioners required to carry out small-scale research.

Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529600063 • 256pp
5th edition • Jul-23 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

VISIBLE LEARNING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
Kateri Thunder, John Taylor Almarode, John Allan Hattie

Visible Learning in Early Childhood investigates the critical years between ages 3 and 6 and, backed by evidence from the Visible Learning® research, explores seven core strategies for learning success: working together as evaluators, setting high expectations, measuring learning with explicit success criteria, establishing developmentally appropriate levels of learning, viewing mistakes as opportunities, continually seeking feedback, and balancing surface, deep, and transfer learning.

Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071825686 • 272pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £27.99
Corwin
PLAYFUL MATHEMATICS
For children 3 to 7
Helen J. Williams

This Nursery World Award-winning book empowers early years teachers to see the learning in play, helps them to remain committed to play-based practice, and outlines recent research on how children best learn mathematics.

Readership: Early years practitioners.
Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529755152 • 192pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £19.99
Corwin UK

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES GRADUATE PRACTITIONER COMPETENCIES
Aaron Bradbury, Jackie Musgrave, Helen Perkins

This book brings case studies as examples of good practice demonstrating all of the GPCs. Each chapter covers a specific competency and includes a visualisation and expert commentary on each case study, helping readers to link theory to practice.

Readership: Students of Early Childhood Studies
Subject: Early Childhood Studies
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529618716 • 160pp
1st edition • Jul-23 • £21.99
Learning Matters

MAKING SPACE FOR CHILDREN
Policy and Practice to Support Children’s Play
Adrian Voce

Setting out the key principles that underpin children’s play, this book critically discusses the different perspectives that affect play, and recommends strategies for planning for play within different contexts, and for different professional sectors.

Readership: Early years professionals and students and well as primary teachers and students.
Subject: Early Childhood Education
Category: Supplementary Textbook
Paperback • 9781526408266 • 242pp
1st edition • Sep-24 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

HOME LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
Cathy Nutbrown, Peter Clough, Kay Davies, Peter Hannon

This book brings together theory on parents and early learning, and the role of education professionals in developing partnerships with families, focussing on how to support parents in their teaching of literacy and other aspects of early learning at home.

Readership: For students on Early Years, Early Childhood, Primary or other ITE courses, or practitioners in these areas
Subject: Early Childhood Studies
Category: Supplementary Textbook
Paperback • 9781529767827 • 224pp
1st edition • Apr-22 • £27.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

EFFECTIVE AND CARING LEADERSHIP IN THE EARLY YEARS
Iram Siraj, Elaine Hallet

A key text to understanding effective leadership, this book explores leadership practices that can make a positive difference to early years provision and improve outcomes for both children and families.

Readership: This is a key text for anyone studying Early Childhood, existing and aspiring leaders, graduate Early Years Leaders and those training to work in settings, schools and children’s services.
Subject: Early Childhood Management & Leadership
Category: Academic
Paperback • 9781446253533 • 176pp
1st edition • Nov-13 • £34.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
Mark Berends, Stephen Lamb, Barbara Schneider

This Handbook offers a diverse and timely perspective on the intricate relationships between education and society, with expert contributions covering topics such as social stratification, educational policy, and the impact of COVID-19 on early childhood education.

Readership: The audience is students, researchers, and practitioners in sociology, education, and social policy.
Subject: Education
Category: College Handbooks
Hardcover • 9781473967458 • 632pp
1st edition • Jan-24 • £135
SAGE Publications Ltd
RESEARCHING SPECIAL AND INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

Kerry Vincent, Helen Benstead

Undertaking research in special and inclusive education is an important area that holds its own challenges due to the difficulties in eliciting the views of children with SEND. This book will give students the confidence to be creative, flexible, and innovative when it comes to planning research with children and young people within special and inclusive education.

Readership: For undergraduate students studying on Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) courses, or on Early Childhood Studies and Early Years courses, on Research Methods modules.

Subject: Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529709070 • 208pp
1st edition • Nov-22 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

THE NEURODIVERSITY HANDBOOK FOR TRAINEE TEACHERS

Sarah Alix

Using a model of difference rather than deficit, this title aims to support trainee teachers with an understanding of neurodiversity.

Subject: Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529609769 • 160pp
1st edition • Sep-23 • £23.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

CONFRONTING THE CRISIS OF ENGAGEMENT

Creating Focus and Resilience for Students, Staff, and Communities

Douglas B. Reeves, Nancy Frey, Douglas Fisher

Students look to educators as the grownups in the room to model what it looks like to belong, believe, and balance high expectations with compassionate support. With Confronting the Crisis of Engagement in hand, teachers have the guide to make that happen.

Subject: Education
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071894163 • 176pp
1st edition • Sep-22 • £24.99
Corwin

HOW FEEDBACK WORKS

A Playbook

John Taylor Almarode, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey

Feedback is futile unless it motivates students to change their approach the next time, and still love learning. With How Feedback Works: A Playbook, readers will have the essential guide to ensuring students go-get their highest potential.

Subject: Education
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781071859094 • 240pp
1st edition • Dec-22 • £21.99
Corwin

TEACHING READING

A Playbook for Developing Skilled Readers Through Word Recognition and Language Comprehension

Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Diane K. Lapp

Designed to be a one-stop shop for best practices, Teaching Reading is concise, encyclopedic, and essential. Thirteen interactive modules provide easy to read ideas to support teaching every child to read very well.

Subject: Education
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781071850534 • 304pp
1st edition • Dec-22 • £30.99
Corwin

THE RESTORATIVE PRACTICES PLAYBOOK

Tools for Transforming Discipline in Schools

Dominique Smith, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey

This book details a set of practices designed to teach prosocial behaviors based on strong relationships and a commitment to the well-being of others. Implementing restorative practices establishes a positive academic and social-emotional learning environment, while building students' capacity to self-regulate, make decisions, and self-govern.

Subject: Education
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781071884584 • 184pp
1st edition • May-22 • £21.99
Corwin
More is more when it comes to students’ vocabulary knowledge, and in The Vocabulary Playbook, educators in K-12 get ideas for transforming all children into curious, capable word learners. The key? Put away the word-list mindset, and embrace active modeling, peer work, and independent practice.

Subject: Education
Category: Professional

THE VOCABULARY PLAYBOOK
Learning Words That Matter, K-12
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey

THE ANTRACIST EDUCATOR
Pranav Patel
Teachers are in a position of power. It is the school system which is the starting point for how children learn to view the world and accept knowledge; and educators have the power to impact change to create a more inclusive and diverse society. Written by the leading voice in championing antiracist education, this book is a call to action.

Readership: All trainee teachers, NQTs, teachers and educators, whatever level of experience, who are looking to make changes within the microcosm of their schools.

Subject: Education
Category: Professional

THE POWER OF EXPLICIT TEACHING AND DIRECT INSTRUCTION
Greg Ashman
In this smart and accessible book, Greg Ashman explores how readers can harness the potential of these often misunderstood and misapplied teaching methods to achieve positive learning outcomes for students.

Readership: Trainee and practicing teachers

Subject: Education
Category: Professional

LEADERSHIP CASE STUDIES IN EDUCATION
Peter G. Northouse, Marie Elaine Lee
This book applies leadership theories in educational settings, using 32 case studies that examine important leadership issues in K-12 and Higher Education.

Subject: Education
Category: Supplementary Textbook

A LITTLE GUIDE FOR TEACHERS: DIFFERENTIATION AND ADAPTIVE TEACHING
Caroline Bentley-Davies
Differentiation is a key topic for teachers as they strive to make sure that every pupil’s needs are met. This is a challenging goal for all teachers and this book supports readers with making practical steps to adapt their teaching in the moment. This book picks up on the new terminology of adaptive teaching now used by Ofsted and the ETC.

Subject: Education
Category: Professional

A LITTLE GUIDE FOR TEACHERS: THRIVING IN YOUR FIRST YEARS OF TEACHING
Yamina Bibi
Being new to the teaching profession can be overwhelming. This new LGT will support educators as they take the first steps in their career. The book will give them useful strategies and ideas so that they don’t just survive in their first few years as teachers, but thrive.

Subject: Education
Category: Professional

LEADERSHIP CASE STUDIES IN EDUCATION
Peter G. Northouse, Marie Elaine Lee
This book applies leadership theories in educational settings, using 32 case studies that examine important leadership issues in K-12 and Higher Education.

Subject: Education
Category: Supplementary Textbook
COLLABORATIVE PROFESSIONALISM
When Teaching Together Means Learning for All
Andrew Hargreaves, Michael T. O’Connor

This is a book about collaboration by education professionals on a global scale by first establishing the need for it then outlining how that collaboration can be created.

Subject: Education Studies
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506328157 • 176pp
1st edition • Jul-18 • £17.99
Corwin

REIMAGINING STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
From Disrupting to Driving
Amy Berry

Focused around three essential goals, Reimagining Student Engagement develops a new vocabulary for real classrooms, proposes an engagement model positioning students as active partners in the learning process, and embeds the concept of engagement into the teaching and learning process.

Subject: Educational Psychology
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071880302 • 160pp
1st edition • Dec-22 • £26.99
Corwin

PSYCHOLOGY FOR TEACHERS
Paul Castle, Scott Buckler

Exploring how ideas and concepts from psychology can be applied smartly to the classroom to meet the needs of different learners.

Readership: For student teachers, training to teach in primary and secondary schools, this is a broad textbook that aligns with professional studies modules.

Subject: Educational Psychology
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529743036 • 544pp
3rd edition • Apr-21 • £29.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

A LITTLE GUIDE FOR TEACHERS: COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY
Greg Ashman

Cognitive load theory is a vital model for understanding how school students learn, but it’s often misunderstood and difficult to use effectively in the classroom. Greg Ashman guides readers through the details with a clear jargon-free focus on how an understanding of cognitive load theory can enhance teaching.

Readership: Suitable for primary and secondary school teachers with an interest in the science behind teaching and learning.

Subject: Educational Psychology
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529609868 • 88pp
1st edition • Oct-22 • £10.99
Corwin UK

PSYCHOLOGY OF EDUCATION
Theory, Research and Evidence-Based Practice
Janet Lord

This comprehensive guide applies evidence-based practice to real-life educational scenarios over a broad range of topics, covering everything a student of Educational Psychology needs to know.

Readership: Psychology of Education/Educational Psychology/Psychology and/or Education
Subject: Educational Psychology
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529762976 • 592pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £33.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF GREAT TEACHING
(Almost) Everything Teachers Ought to Know
Pedro De Bruyckere, Casper Hulshof, Liese Missinne

This essential teaching companion offers a broad understanding of psychology and how ideas from psychological theory and research can be relevant to any classroom.

Readership: Primary and secondary teachers and those training to teach in primary and secondary.
Subject: Educational Psychology
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529767506 • 352pp
1st edition • Jul-22 • £23.99
Corwin UK
DOING QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH IN EDUCATION WITH IBM SPSS STATISTICS

Daniel Muijs

This essential guide for education students and researchers explains how to use quantitative methods for analysing educational data using IBM SPSS Statistics.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students in education and across the social sciences, for use as part of research methods and research project modules.

Subject: Educational Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781526432681 • 232pp
3rd edition • Jun-22 • £29.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH METHODS IN EDUCATION

Keith F Punch, Alis Oancea

Introducing students to the research process in a range of educational contexts, this updated Second Edition contains everything they need if they are studying on a research methods course or doing a research project for themselves.

Readership: An ideal introduction to researching in an educational context, for either undergraduate or postgraduate level students.

Subject: Educational Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781446260746 • 448pp
2nd edition • Nov-14 • £33.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

RESEARCH METHODS AND METHODOLOGIES IN EDUCATION

Robert Coe, Michael Waring, Larry V. Hedges, Laura Day Ashley

The #1 resource for carrying out educational research as part of postgraduate study.

Readership: For students taking Research Methods modules as part of Education degrees at postgraduate and upper undergraduate level.

Subject: Educational Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529729627 • 464pp
3rd edition • Apr-21 • £29.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

RESEARCH METHODS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD

An Introductory Guide

Penny Mukherji, Deborah Albon

Designed for the early childhood student, this book is a clear and accessible guide to different concepts, methods and approaches in research methods.

Readership: Students of early childhood, early years, and educational research.
Subject: Educational Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529732955 • 448pp
4th edition • Dec-22 • £26.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

RESEARCHING EQUALITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

A Guide For Education Students

Helena Gillespie

A contemporary overview of how to do a research project in topic areas relating to equality, diversity and inclusion and social justice. Giving students careful guidance on both how to approach key topic areas (such as sex/gender, race, disability, mental health) and also the research process itself.

Readership: UG and PG students on Education (and other social science discipline) degree programmes that include a research project as part of the course.

Subject: Educational Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook
Paperback • 9781529794984 • 216pp
1st edition • Jul-23 • £26.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

CIRCLE SOLUTIONS FOR STUDENT WELLBEING

Relationships, Resilience and Responsibility

Sue Roffey

Sue Roffey’s evidence-based approach to building a healthy classroom environment has proven to be a unique and invaluable intervention worldwide, enhancing the social and emotional well-being of both students and teachers. The new edition has been updated with many more activities and exercises as well as explicit instruction on how to structure and implement SEL.

Readership: Primary and secondary school teachers (teaching age range 5-16 years)
Subject: Emotional Literacy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781526491169 • 160pp
3rd edition • Feb-20 • £32.99
Corwin UK
CONCEPT-BASED LITERACY LESSONS
Designing Learning to Ignite Understanding and Transfer, Grades 4-10
Lois A. Lanning, Tiffanee Brown
This book helps bridge the divide between conceptual curriculum and actionable practice, and provides practical support for teachers implementing Concept-Based literacy lessons.

Subject: English/Language Arts (Middle/High School)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544318578 • 176pp
1st edition • Apr-19 • £30.99
Corwin

BEGINNING TEACHING WITH DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Joanne Blannin
The perfect guide for pre-service teacher education students, in both primary and secondary education, to help them use technology in the classroom to effectively support their students’ learning.

Readership: Essential reading for pre-service teacher education students in both primary and secondary education courses on undergraduate and postgraduate routes into teaching. Predominantly for Australian teacher education, but wider principles will apply to teaching in schools worldwide.

Subject: ICT
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781526488688 • 192pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £30.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

POETRY PAUSES
Teaching With Poems to Elevate Student Writing in All Genres
Brett Vogelsinger
With Poetry Pauses, Brett Vogelsinger asserts that all good writing takes us to deeper places, whether it’s narrative, argument, informational, or verse. So why not use the palm-size examples of poems to develop students’ skills?

Subject: English/Language Arts (Middle/High School)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071889022 • 208pp
1st edition • May-23 • £25.99
Corwin

10 MINDFRAMES FOR LEADERS
The Visible Learning Approach to School Success
John Allan Hattie, Raymond Lawrence Smith
Building on over twenty-five years of Visible Learning research and girded by a theory of action that ensures school leaders have the expertise to select, implement, and evaluate high impact interventions, 10 Mindframes for Leaders: The VISIBLE LEARNING® Approach to School Success brings the mindframes of ten world-renowned educators to life.

Subject: Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071800133 • 144pp
1st edition • Oct-20 • £30.99
Corwin

EARLY CHILDHOOD THEORIES TODAY
Aaron Bradbury, Ruth Swailes
This book introduces early years practitioners to some contemporary theorists and explores their work alongside more well-known thinkers.

Readership: Early Year practitioners and students
Subject: How children learn
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529791211 • 168pp
1st edition • Jun-22 • £21.99
Learning Matters

CLARITY
What Matters MOST in Learning, Teaching, and Leading
Lyn D. Sharratt
Shared expertise can make every classroom and teacher more effective. This informative book illustrates how educators can come together to bolster achievement in the 21st century.

Subject: Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506358727 • 400pp
1st edition • Jan-19 • £30.99
Corwin
COLLECTIVE LEADER EFFICACY
Strengthening Instructional Leadership Teams
Peter M. DeWitt
In this research-based, hands-on guidebook, school leadership coach Peter DeWitt introduces eight key drivers to integrating teacher and leader efficacy: mindset, well-being, context beliefs, working conditions, professional learning, organizational commitment, skills, and confidence.

Subject: Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071813720 • 312pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £30.99
Corwin

THE LEAD LEARNER
Improving Clarity, Coherence, and Capacity for All
Michael McDowell
With practical examples, stories from the field, and numerous activities and reflective questions, this insightful book takes readers step-by-step through the work of the learning leader—so they can ensure engaged learning for all.

Subject: Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544324982 • 240pp
1st edition • Oct-18 • £30.99
Corwin

DEVELOPING TEACHING EXPERTISE
A Guide to Adaptive Professional Learning Design
Ryan Dunn, John Allan Hattie
Developing Teaching Expertise offers a proactive framework for teachers to work through iterative design cycles and understand how to make 'what works best' work in their unique classroom.

Subject: Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544368153 • 160pp
1st edition • Aug-21 • £30.99
Corwin

VIRTUAL EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Doing the Right Work the Right Way
Viviane M J Robinson
This integrated, holistic resource explores the virtues that are integral to achieving excellence in educational leadership, while offering practical guidance on how to do the right work in the right way—no matter what challenges readers face or student inequities they're trying to overcome.

Subject: Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071803721 • 288pp
1st edition • Dec-22 • £30.99
Corwin

NUANCE
Why Some Leaders Succeed and Others Fail
Michael Fullan
Michael Fullan returns with an eminently readable, compelling and practical guide on the three habits of nuance: joint determination, adaptability, and culture-based accountability.

Subject: Leadership
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544309927 • 160pp
1st edition • Mar-19 • £22.99
Corwin

THEORIES OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Tony Bush
This Fifth Edition of Tony Bush’s bestselling text explores the links between educational management theories and the main models of leadership, and their application to policy and practice globally across varied educational contexts.

Readership: This is essential reading for all teachers who aspire to management, as well as for experienced leaders on Masters’ level courses, and for those studying school management as part of education degrees.

Subject: Leadership & Management
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781526432131 • 208pp
5th edition • May-20 • £32.99
SAGE Publications Ltd
COLLABORATIVE RESPONSE

Three Foundational Components That Transform How We Respond to the Needs of Learners

Kurtis Hewson, Lorna Hewson

Collaborative Response offers a school-wide model for addressing students’ individual needs. The three fundamental components of the model are: collaborative structures and processes; data and evidence; and continuum of supports.

Subject: Leadership & Management
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071862810 • 256pp
1st edition • Apr-22 • £30.99
Corwin

LEADER CREDIBILITY

The Essential Traits of Those Who Engage, Inspire, and Transform

Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Cathy Lassiter, Dominique Smith

Now more than ever, schools need to be places where openness and trust are baked into every hallway hello and every meeting, so collective talents can take us farther than we ever imagined. Let Leader Credibility be the guide to steering others to that greatness.

Subject: Leadership & Management
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071889107 • 160pp
1st edition • Oct-22 • £20.99
Corwin

DIGITAL LEADERSHIP

Changing Paradigms for Changing Times

Eric C. Sheninger

The future-forward framework in this book prepares leaders to harness the power of innovative ideas and digital strategies to create relevant, engaging, and intuitive school cultures.

Subject: Leadership & Management
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544350837 • 288pp
2nd edition • Jul-19 • £30.99
Corwin

LEADING LIKE A C.O.A.C.H.

5 Strategies for Supporting Teaching and Learning

Matthew Renwick

Leading like a C.O.A.C.H. reframes the approach to schoolwide change from a leader acting alone to a leader working with a community in which each member contributes their strengths and ideas to improving instruction.

Subject: Leadership & Management
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071840474 • 192pp
1st edition • Apr-22 • £24.99
Corwin

HOW LEADERSHIP WORKS

A Playbook for Instructional Leaders

Cathy Lassiter, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Dominique Smith

This book walks educators through the processes of clarifying, articulating, and actualizing instructional leadership goals with the aim of delivering on the promise of equity and excellence for all. Grounded in Visible Learning® research, the exercises in this easy-to-use playbook illuminate the essential mindframes necessary for effective instructional leadership.

Subject: Leadership & Management
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071871058 • 200pp
1st edition • May-22 • £24.99
Corwin

REDUCE CHANGE TO INCREASE IMPROVEMENT

Viviane M J Robinson

This book identifies the mindset, processes, and actual behaviors that contribute to successful reform efforts and provide school leaders with concrete tools enabling them to be more effective.

Subject: Leadership & Management
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506325378 • 152pp
1st edition • Dec-17 • £17.99
Corwin
BRAIN-BASED LEARNING
Teaching the Way Students Really Learn
Eric P. Jensen, Liesl Pykles McConchie

Brain-based teaching gives readers the tools to boost cognitive functioning, decrease discipline issues, increase graduation rates, and foster the joy of learning. This innovative, new edition of the bestselling Brain-Based Learning by Eric Jensen and master teacher and trainer Liesl McConchie provides an up-to-date, evidence-based learning approach that reveals how the brain naturally learns best in school.

Subject:  Learning & the Brain
Category:  Professional
Paperback • 9781544364544 • 240pp
3rd edition • Jun-20 • £31.99
Corwin

CULTIVATING HAPPINESS, RESILIENCE, AND WELL-BEING THROUGH MEDITATION, MINDFULNESS, AND MOVEMENT
A Guide for Educators
Christine Y. Mason, Jeffrey Donald, Krishna Kaur Khalsa, Michele M. R. Murphy, Valerie Lillian Brown

Mindfulness isn’t just a buzzword—it’s a time-tested, teacher-tested technique for reducing anxiety and improving students’ outcomes. Readers who incorporate it into the classroom will see for themselves how much good a deep breath can do.

Subject:  Learning & the Brain
Category:  Professional
Paperback • 9781071852811 • 320pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £33.99
Corwin

EVERYDAY EXECUTIVE FUNCTION STRATEGIES
Improve Student Engagement, Self-Regulation, Behavior, and Learning
Valerie Saxton Sharpe, Roberta I. Strosnider

With an impressive collection of 75 grade-appropriate executive function strategies, this practical guide addresses student needs in areas such as planning, working memory, time management, inhibitory behavior, cognitive flexibility, and self-regulation.

Subject:  Learning & the Brain
Category:  Professional
Paperback • 9781071870891 • 184pp
1st edition • Dec-22 • £30.99
Corwin

MODELLING EXCITING WRITING
A guide for primary teaching
Adam Bushnell, Rob Smith, David Waugh

This book provides practical advice for teachers on modelling and teaching writing in the primary classroom.

Readership: All primary school teachers and trainee teachers
Subject:  Literacy
Category:  Professional
Paperback • 9781529780581 • 208pp
2nd edition • Sep-22 • £21.99
Corwin UK

THE PRINCIPAL’S QUICK-REFERENCE GUIDE TO SCHOOL LAW
Reducing Liability, Litigation, and Other Potential Legal Tangles
Robert F. Hachiya

This book provides the go-to help principals need to increase their knowledge of education law in this time of change. Within its pages, leaders can access tools to help them make better decisions when educational law related issues impact their schools.

Subject:  Legal Issues
Category:  Professional
Paperback • 9781071827772 • 376pp
4th edition • Apr-22 • £41.99
Corwin

HOW THE BRAIN LEARNS
David Anthony Sousa

Research on the brain continues to evolve, providing fresh insights educators can use to guide students toward success. In the Sixth Edition of this international bestseller, world-renowned educational neuroscience consultant David Sousa once again translates that research into concrete actions and strategies for the classroom.

Subject:  Learning & the Brain
Category:  Professional
Paperback • 9781071855362 • 336pp
6th edition • Apr-22 • £37.99
Corwin
TEACHING LITERACY IN THE VISIBLE LEARNING CLASSROOM, GRADES K-5
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, John Allan Hattie
This K-5 book takes implementation and assessment to the next level by digging deeper into specific lessons and providing grade-level strategies, with an emphasis on planning and executing highly effective lessons supported by John Hattie’s Visible Learning research.

Subject: Literacy (Primary/Elementary)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506323269 • 272pp
1st edition • Apr-17 • £30.99
Corwin

DEVELOPING ASSESSMENT-CAPABLE VISIBLE LEARNERS, GRADES K-12
Maximizing Skill, Will, and Thrill
Nancy Frey, John Allan Hattie, Douglas Fisher
With its foundation in principles introduced in the authors’ bestselling Visible Learning for Literacy, this resource delves more deeply into the critical component of self-assessment.

Subject: Literacy, K-12
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506389981 • 184pp
1st edition • Jun-18 • £31.99
Corwin

ENGAGEMENT BY DESIGN
Creating Learning Environments Where Students Thrive
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Russell Joseph Quaglia, Dominique Smith, Lisa L. Lande
The focus of this book is to provide teachers with the tools to cultivate engaged learners, which includes developing healthy relationships with their students, based on research suggesting that positive teacher-student relationships improve achievement.

Subject: Literacy, K-12
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506375731 • 192pp
1st edition • Nov-17 • £30.99
Corwin

A FRESH LOOK AT PHONICS, GRADES K-2
Common Causes of Failure and 7 Ingredients for Success
Wiley W. Blevins
This book is a practical ‘how-to’ guide for effective phonics implementation by bestselling author Wiley Blevins.

Subject: Literacy (Primary/Elementary)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506326887 • 304pp
1st edition • Sep-16 • £25.99
Corwin

THIS IS BALANCED LITERACY, GRADES K-6
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Nancy Akhavan
In this hands-on essential guide, best-selling authors Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, and Nancy Akhavan help readers implement high impact learning experiences that engage and excite their students, lighting the path to implementing balanced literacy in the classroom.

Subject: Literacy (Primary/Elementary)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544360942 • 272pp
1st edition • Nov-19 • £30.99
Corwin

HOW LEARNING WORKS
A Playbook
John Taylor Almarode, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey
How Learning Works: A Playbook unpacks the science of how students learn and translates that knowledge into promising principles or practices that can be implemented in the classroom or utilized by students on their own learning journey.

Subject: Literacy, K-12
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781071856635 • 240pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £24.99
Corwin
TEACHING LITERACY IN THE VISIBLE LEARNING CLASSROOM, GRADES 6-12
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, John Allan Hattie, Marisol C. Thayre

This companion to Visible Learning for Literacy shows readers how to use learning intentions, success criteria, formative assessment and feedback to achieve profound instructional clarity.

Subject: Literacy, K-12
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506332376 • 232pp
1st edition • Jul-17 • £30.99
Corwin

VISIBLE LEARNING FOR LITERACY, GRADES K-12
Implementing the Practices That Work Best to Accelerate Student Learning
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, John Allan Hattie

Renowned literacy experts Douglas Fisher and Nancy Frey work with John Hattie to apply his groundbreaking research to literacy practices.

Subject: Literacy, K-12
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506332352 • 216pp
1st edition • May-16 • £31.99
Corwin

MATHMATICS EXPLAINED FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS
Derek Haylock, Ralph Manning

To help teachers confidently teach mathematics in primary school, this book develops their understanding of mathematical concepts and processes and how children learn them.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback & Interactive eBook • 9781526455840 • 504pp
6th edition • Dec-18 • £50.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

MATHMATICS EXPLAINED FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS
Robert Newell

This book examines how mathematical mastery, influenced by East Asian teaching approaches, can be developed in a UK context to enhance primary school teaching and to deepen children's mathematical knowledge.

Readership: Primary trainee teachers, all of whom will study primary maths teaching as part of their course. Also relevant for qualified primary maths teachers looking to deepen their understanding of mastery approaches to maths.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529792188 • 280pp
2nd edition • Jun-23 • £23.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

BAD AT MATH?
Dismantling Harmful Beliefs That Hinder Equitable Mathematics Education
Lidia Gonzalez

Both social commentary and a toolkit of solutions, this bold new book directly challenges the constructs that have historically dictated our perceptions of what makes someone a “math person”.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071887172 • 200pp
1st edition • May-23 • £27.99
Corwin
BUILDING THINKING CLASSROOMS IN MATHEMATICS, GRADES K-12
14 Teaching Practices for Enhancing Learning
Peter Liljedahl

Building Thinking Classrooms in Mathematics, Grades K–12 helps teachers implement 14 optimal practices for thinking that create an ideal setting for deep mathematics learning to occur.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544374833 • 344pp
1st edition • Jan-21 • £29.99
Corwin

FIGURING OUT FLUENCY - ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION WITH FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS
A Classroom Companion
Jennifer M. Bay-Williams, John J. SanGiovanni, Sherri L. Martinie, Jennifer Suh

Real fluency is about choosing strategies that are efficient, flexible, lead to accurate solutions, and are appropriate for the given situation. Give each and every student the knowledge and power to become skilled and confident mathematical thinkers and doers.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071825983 • 240pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £24.99
Corwin

CONCEPT-BASED MATHEMATICS
Teaching for Deep Understanding in Secondary Classrooms
Jennifer T.H. Wathall

This book is filled with the practical tools needed to move from teaching memorization and routine processes to teaching maths in a deep, clear, and meaningful way.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506314945 • 296pp
1st edition • May-16 • £29.99
Corwin

FIGURING OUT FLUENCY IN MATHEMATICS TEACHING AND LEARNING, GRADES K-8
Moving Beyond Basic Facts and Memorization
Jennifer M. Bay-Williams, John J. SanGiovanni

This book offers educators the inspiration to develop a deeper understanding of procedural fluency, along with a plethora of pragmatic tools for shifting classrooms toward a fluency approach. It also empowers educators to support students in acquiring the repertoire of reasoning strategies necessary to becoming versatile and nimble mathematical thinkers.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071818428 • 264pp
1st edition • Jun-21 • £28.99
Corwin
MASTERING MATH MANIPULATIVES, GRADES 4-8
Hands-On and Virtual Activities for Building and Connecting Mathematical Ideas
Sara Delano Moore, Kimberly Ann Rimbey

This book includes everything educators need to integrate math manipulatives - both concrete and virtual - into math learning. Each chapter of this richly illustrated, easy-to-use guide focuses on a different powerful tool, such as base ten blocks, fraction manipulatives, unit squares and cubes, and others.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071816073 • 288pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £29.99
Corwin

TEACHING MATHEMATICS IN THE VISIBLE LEARNING CLASSROOM, GRADES K-2
John Taylor Almarode, Douglas Fisher, Kateri Thunder, John Allan Hattie, Nancy Frey

Select the right task, at the right time, for the right phase of learning. How can we best help K-2 students to become assessment-capable visible learners in mathematics? This book answers that question by showing Visible Learning strategies in action in high-impact mathematics instruction.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544333298 • 288pp
1st edition • Apr-19 • £29.99
Corwin

MODIFYING YOUR THINKING CLASSROOM FOR DIFFERENT SETTINGS
A Supplement to Building Thinking Classrooms in Mathematics
Peter Liljedahl

This supplement allows teachers to dip in as needed and continually modify the practices as their own classroom situations change and evolve, always keeping the thinking at the forefront of their mathematics teaching and learning.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071857847 • 120pp
1st edition • Nov-21 • £10.99
Corwin

THE FIVE PRACTICES IN PRACTICE [ELEMENTARY]
Successfully Orchestrating Mathematics Discussions in Your Elementary Classroom
Margaret (Peg) S. Smith, Victoria L. Bill, Miriam Gamoran Sherin

This follow-up to the modern classic, Five Practices for Orchestrating Productive Mathematics Discussions, shows the five practices in action in Grades K-5 classrooms and empowers teachers to be prepared for and overcome the challenges common to orchestrating math discussions.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544321134 • 240pp
1st edition • Nov-19 • £29.99
Corwin

TEACHING MATHEMATICS IN THE VISIBLE LEARNING CLASSROOM, GRADES 3-5
John Taylor Almarode, Douglas Fisher, Kateri Thunder, Sara Delano Moore, John Allan Hattie, Nancy Frey

Walk in the shoes of elementary school teachers as they engage in the 200 micro-decisions-per-minute needed to balance the strategies, tasks, and assessments seminal to high-impact mathematics instruction.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544333243 • 280pp
1st edition • Apr-19 • £29.99
Corwin

VISIBLE LEARNING FOR MATHEMATICS, GRADES K-12
What Works Best to Optimize Student Learning
John Allan Hattie, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Linda M. Gojak, Sara Delano Moore, William Buckley Mellman

Discover the right mathematics strategy to use at each learning phase so all students demonstrate more than a year’s worth of learning per school year.

Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506362946 • 304pp
1st edition • Dec-16 • £31.99
Corwin
DEVELOPING NUMBER KNOWLEDGE
Assessment, Teaching and Intervention with 7-11 year olds
Robert J Wright, David Elemeror-Collins, Pamela D Tabor

Following the great success of the earlier books, this fourth book in the Mathematics Recovery series equips teachers with detailed pedagogical knowledge and resources for teaching number to 7 to 11-year olds.

Readership: Classroom and intervention teachers, special education teachers and classroom assistants; also mathematics advisors and coaches, learning support staff, numeracy consultants, curriculum developers, teacher educators and researchers
Subject: Mathematics & Numeracy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9780857020611 • 312pp
1st edition • Nov-11 • £29.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

GREEN TEACHING
Nature Pedagogies for Climate Change & Sustainability
Claire Warden

Just being outside doesn’t always guarantee a connection to the natural world. An awareness of the environment needs to be embedded within the curriculum, and with climate change and sustainability being such important and urgent issues, this book is a timely and much needed resource for early years and primary educators.

Readership: Teachers and early years professionals teaching children aged 0-12 who are interested in embedding nature-based pedagogy into their teaching. It will also be valuable to undergraduate and postgraduate students studying on early childhood/early years or primary degree courses with nature or sustainability modules.
Subject: Pedagogy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529752175 • 152pp
1st edition • May-22 • £19.99
Corwin UK

MENTORING IN ACTION: GUIDING, SHARING, AND REFLECTING WITH NOVICE TEACHERS
A Month-by-Month Curriculum for Teacher Effectiveness
Carol Pelletier Radford

This is the first book in a two-book set written as a month-to-month curriculum to guide conversations between mentors and new teachers.

Subject: Mentoring
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506345116 • 312pp
2nd edition • Sep-16 • £31.99
Corwin

PRIMARY ASSESSMENT NOW
The why, what and how of formative and summative assessment without levels
Mary Briggs, Angela Woodfield, Peter Swatton, Cynthia Martin

This is a comprehensive guide to assessment for all primary trainees. It explores the theory behind assessment and examines the ways in which we assess children in primary schools.

Readership: All trainee and beginning primary school teachers
Subject: Primary Assessment/Assessment of Pupil Progress
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781473916128 • 176pp
3rd edition • Jan-29 • £22.99
Learning Matters

DIVE INTO DEEP LEARNING
Tools for Engagement
Joanne Quinn, Joanne Joy McEachen, Michael Fullan, Margaret Anne Gardner, Andrew “Max” James Drummy

Packed with tools, tips, and protocols, this resource shows readers how to design deep learning, measure progress, and assess the conditions needed to mobilize and sustain innovation and deep learning.

Subject: Pedagogy
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781446253144 • 256pp
1st edition • Feb-24 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

THEORIES OF LEARNING
Debra McGregor, Patricia F Murphy

Explores major theories of learning, recent research on the nature of the brain, and how they can be applied in the classroom.

Subject: Primary Education (General)
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781446253144 • 256pp
1st edition • Feb-24 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd
UNDERSTANDING AND USING EDUCATIONAL THEORIES
Karl Aubrey, Alison Riley
An accessible guide to the theories of 19 major educational thinkers, the strengths and limitations of their ideas, their relevance today and how they can be used in the classroom and other educational settings.

Readership: A flexible go-anywhere text for Education courses with particular appeal to initial teacher education courses (primary and secondary at UG and PGCE level), UG Education Studies and UG Early Childhood Courses.
Subject: Primary Education (General)
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529761306 • 408pp
3rd edition • Mar-22 • £26.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

TEACHING NUMBER IN THE CLASSROOM WITH 4-8 YEAR OLDS
Robert J Wright, Garry Stanger, Ann K. Stafford, James Martland
Revised and updated to a full colour, easy-to-navigate layout, and a companion website this new edition is part of the best-selling series that brings the principles and practice of the acclaimed Mathematics Recovery Programme to whole-class teaching.

Readership: An invaluable resource for experienced mathematics recovery teachers, as well as all primary classroom teachers, from kindergarten level to Year Three, this text will also be of use to classroom assistants and learning support personnel. Primary mathematics advisors, numeracy consultants and educational psychologists will also find it helpful.
Subject: Primary Education (General)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781446282694 • 256pp
2nd edition • Oct-14 • £29.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

TEACHING GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION AND SPELLING IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS
David Waugh, Claire Warner, Rosemary Waugh
This popular text provides the subject knowledge educators need to teach grammar, punctuation and spelling and explores how to teach it.

Readership: All trainee primary school teachers
Subject: Primary English
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529761061 • 296pp
4th edition • Jan-22 • £22.99
Learning Matters

TEACHING SYSTEMATIC SYNTHETIC PHONICS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS
Wendy Jolliffe, David Waugh, Angela Gill
The complete guide to teaching systematic synthetic phonics in primary schools. A new section ‘Challenges in learning and teaching phonics’ has been added in this Fourth Edition, supporting new teachers to meet the individual needs of all children.

Readership: All trainee primary school teachers
Subject: Primary English
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529762815 • 392pp
4th edition • Jan-22 • £22.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

PRIMARY TEACHING
Learning and teaching in primary schools today
Catherine Carden
This book includes full coverage of the content of professional studies modules and goes beyond to support trainees on placements and in their learning on the course.

Readership: Trainee primary school teachers
Subject: Primary Teacher Training
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529781076 • 624pp
2nd edition • Jul-22 • £31.99
Learning Matters

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES IN PRIMARY EDUCATION
Hilary Cooper, Sally Elton-Chalcraft
The perfect start-of-course companion for teaching training in primary education.

Readership: For professional studies modules on all forms of primary initial teacher education courses, including university-based (PGCE, Bed, BA with QTS), and schools-based (School Direct, SCITT, Teach First) routes into teaching.
Subject: Primary Teacher Training
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529752212 • 560pp
4th edition • Feb-22 • £26.99
SAGE Publications Ltd
TEACHING PRIMARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Julia Lawrence

Updated to the new Curriculum, this book offers a balanced and comprehensive overview of primary PE.

Readership: students studying primary physical education on initial teacher education courses, including undergraduate (BEd, BA with QTS), postgraduate (PGCE, School Direct, SCITT), and also for those on Sports Studies and courses with a primary PE component

Subject: Primary Teacher Training
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781473974326 • 232pp
2nd edition • Nov-17 • £29.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

THE TEACHER CLARITY PLAYBOOK, GRADES K-12
A Hands-On Guide to Creating Learning Intentions and Success Criteria for Organized, Effective Instruction
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Olivia Amador Valerio, Joseph Michael Assaf

Designed for PLCs or independent teacher use, this book helps practitioners align lessons, objectives, and outcomes of learning seamlessly, so that the classroom hours flow productively for everyone.

Subject: Professional Growth & Development
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781544339818 • 168pp
1st edition • Aug-19 • £24.99
Corwin

CRITICAL COMPREHENSION [GRADES K-6]
Lessons for Guiding Students to Deeper Meaning
Katherine Ann Kelly, Lester Laminack, Vivian Vasquez

Popular media, classic novels, breaking news — the world’s content is ready for students to absorb. But are we ready to help them read it well? Equipped with this resource, the answer is, Yes, we are.

Subject: Reading (Primary/Elementary)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071879337 • 288pp
1st edition • May-23 • £30.99
Corwin

COMPREHENSION [GRADES K-12]
The Skill, Will, and Thrill of Reading
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Nicole V. Law

Bestselling authors Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, and Nicole Law propose a new, comprehensive model of reading instruction that goes beyond teaching skills to fostering engagement and motivation.

Subject: Reading (Primary/Elementary)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071812839 • 208pp
1st edition • Nov-20 • £31.99
Corwin

SHAKE UP SHARED READING
Expanding on Read Alouds to Encourage Student Independence
Maria P. Walther

This easily adaptable structure features short, targeted bursts of shared reading that are connected to and planned as a follow-up to a read-aloud experience.

Subject: Reading (Primary/Elementary)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071844830 • 288pp
1st edition • Apr-22 • £23.99
Corwin

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF TEACHING PRIMARY READING
Christopher Such

The essential guide to the science behind reading and its practical implications for classroom teaching in primary schools.

Readership: for primary school teachers and those training to teach in primary education.
Subject: Reading (Primary/Elementary)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529764161 • 192pp
1st edition • Jul-21 • £19.99
Corwin UK
TEACHING SPRINTS
How Overloaded Educators Can Keep Getting Better
Simon Breakspear, Bronwyn Ryrie Jones

Including insights from the field, and practical protocols, this book outlines a simple model for engaging in short bursts of evidence-informed improvement work. Using Teaching Sprints, teams of teachers can enhance their expertise together, in a way that is sustainable on the ground.

Subject: School Change, Reform, & Restructuring
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506340401 • 112pp
1st edition • Feb-21 • £17.99
Corwin

PUTTING FACES ON THE DATA
What Great Leaders and Teachers Do!
Lyn D. Sharratt, Michael Fullan

Sharratt and Fullan turn worldwide research into a road map for school leaders to use ongoing assessment to inform instruction and drive equity at the classroom, school, district, and state levels.

Subject: School Culture
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071855102 • 376pp
2nd edition • Oct-22 • £30.99
Corwin

THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS
System Solutions for Equity, Excellence, and Student Well-Being
Michael Fullan, Mary Jean Gallagher

This book shows how we can re-think the education system and its three levels of leadership—local, middle, and top—so that each level can contribute to dramatic turnaround for education and society. The focus is on examining details to ensure effective actions are taken, rather than assuming large pronouncements and policies will drive change.

Subject: School Change, Reform, & Restructuring
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544317977 • 216pp
1st edition • Jul-20 • £26.99
Corwin

SCIENCE TEACHING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Leigh Hoath, Matthew Livesey

This book is the essential guide to secondary science teacher training giving smart, practical advice on developing classroom skills and deepening knowledge of science education.

Readership: Secondary science student teachers on university-based and school-based routes into teaching, including PGCE, SCITT, School Direct and Teach First courses.

Subject: Science
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529762587 • 256pp
1st edition • May-22 • £25.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

SCHOOL COUNSELING TO CLOSE OPPORTUNITY GAPS
A Social Justice and Antiracist Framework for Success
Cheryl C. Holcomb-McCoy

Written by Cheryl Holcomb-McCoy, university professor and advocate of transformational change in school counseling, this book addresses the reasons why some students are more likely to encounter challenges at school due to racism, sexism, heterosexism, and classism.

Subject: School Counselling
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071854914 • 232pp
2nd edition • Apr-22 • £28.99
Corwin

VISIBLE LEARNING FOR SCIENCE, GRADES K-12
What Works Best to Optimize Student Learning
John Taylor Almarode, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, John Allan Hattie

This book guides teachers to the right instructional approach to use at each learning phase so all students demonstrate more than a year’s worth of science learning per school year.

Subject: Science
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506394183 • 216pp
1st edition • Jun-18 • £31.99
Corwin
INSPIRING DEEP LEARNING WITH METACOGNITION
A Guide for Secondary Teaching
Nathan Burns

Understand what metacognition is and how it can be applied to secondary school teaching to support deep and effective learning in the classroom.

Readership: Secondary school teachers in any subject discipline.
Subject: Secondary Education (General)
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529789713 • 176pp
1st edition • Feb-23 • £19.99
Corwin UK

AUTISM
A Student’s Guide
Trevor Cotterill

A critical, evidence-informed and scholarly examination of some of the key issues and debates surrounding Autism.

Readership: Students who are undertaking Autism modules as part of a degree and students undertaking a course on Autism.
Subject: Special & Inclusive Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529706475 • 264pp
1st edition • Dec-22 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

EVIDENCE BASED TEACHING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Samuel Stones, Professor Jonathan Glazzard

A comprehensive guide to support, challenge and develop understanding of evidence-based teaching.

Readership: All trainee secondary teachers
Subject: Secondary Teacher Training
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529755763 • 160pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £23.99
Learning Matters

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL AND ADDITIONAL LEARNING NEEDS
An Essential Guide
Janice Wearmouth

This essential text supports students to develop their understanding of children and young people with special educational, and additional support needs.

Subject: Special & Inclusive Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529712049 • 280pp
1st edition • Nov-22 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

EQUITY BY DESIGN
Delivering on the Power and Promise of UDL
Mirko Chardin, Katie R. Novak

Equity by Design is intended to serve as a blueprint for teachers to alter the all-too-predictable outcomes for our historically under-served students.

Subject: Social Justice
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544380247 • 208pp
1st edition • Feb-21 • £24.99
Corwin

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND DISABILITIES
Issues and Debates
Trevor Cotterill

Offering more than just advice for classroom practice, this core textbook focuses on the issues and debates surrounding SEND to encourage readers to think critically and reflect upon topical issues and their relation to practice.

Readership: Special Educational Needs and Disabilities students and professionals.
Subject: Special & Inclusive Education
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781526427779 • 264pp
1st edition • Apr-25 • £23.99
SAGE Publications Ltd
**HOW THE SPECIAL NEEDS BRAIN LEARNS**  
David Anthony Sousa  
This updated Third Edition from education expert David A. Sousa explores the causes of many common learning disorders and helps readers to identify, accommodate, and motivate their students.  

**Subject:** Special & Inclusive Education  
**Category:** Professional  
**Paperback • 9781506327020 • 296pp**  
3rd edition • May-16 • £34.99  
Corwin

**WHAT REALLY WORKS WITH UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING**  
Wendy Weichel Murawski, Kathy Lynn Gandhi (aka Scott & James)  
Educators want to see each and every student succeed. This teacher-friendly, hands-on resource shows how UDL can be used to build the flexibility required to meet students’ strengths and needs without overwhelming teachers in the process.  

**Subject:** Special Education Curriculum  
**Category:** Professional  
**Paperback • 9781544338675 • 328pp**  
1st edition • Jul-19 • £30.99  
Corwin

**A LITTLE GUIDE FOR TEACHERS: SEND IN SCHOOL**  
Amjad Ali  
New to the Little Guide for Teachers series, this is a short and informative guide to all things SEND from an expert SENDCo and consultant.  

**Subject:** Special & Inclusive Education  
**Category:** Professional  
**Paperback • 9781529624700 • 120pp**  
1st edition • Oct-23 • £10.99  
Corwin UK

**WHAT REALLY WORKS WITH EXCEPTIONAL LEARNERS**  
Wendy Weichel Murawski, Kathy Lynn Gandhi (aka Scott & James)  
This book provides personal experiences, best practices, and deeper resources for educators who work with students with special needs. Chapters discuss how special educational needs affect reading and math instruction, accommodations, culturally responsive practices, legal issues, home-school collaboration, and more.  

**Subject:** Special Needs Teaching Methods  
**Category:** Professional  
**Paperback • 9781506363479 • 392pp**  
1st edition • Apr-17 • £30.99  
Corwin

**TEACHING LITERACY TO LEARNERS WITH DYSLEXIA**  
A Multisensory Approach  
Kathleen Kelly, Sylvia Phillips  
This bestselling text offers theoretical detail and depth alongside a programme of activities to implement in practice which can improve literacy levels and support children with dyslexia.  

**Readership:** For teachers undertaking further specialist qualification courses, such as MA SEND and AMBDA.  
**Subject:** Special & Inclusive Education  
**Category:** Professional  
**Paperback • 9781529767834 • 520pp**  
3rd edition • May-22 • £37.99  
Corwin UK

**THE DYSCALCULIA TOOLKIT**  
Supporting Learning Difficulties in Maths  
Ronit Bird  
Designed for all teachers, this book provides a wealth of materials and resources to support the needs of learners, aged 6 to 14 years, who have difficulty with maths and number.  

**Readership:** School teachers and SENCOs  
**Subject:** Specific Learning Difficulties  
**Category:** Professional  
**Paperback • 9781529744323 • 256pp**  
4th edition • May-21 • £38.99  
Corwin UK
THE DYSCALCULIA RESOURCE BOOK
Games and Puzzles for ages 7 to 14
Ronit Bird
Written by a teacher for teachers, the second edition of Ronit Bird’s The Dyscalculia Resource Book now comes with 120 games and puzzles and a brand new section on ‘mixed operations puzzles’.

Subject: Specific Learning Difficulties
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781473975002 • 272pp
2nd edition • Jun-17 • £33.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

TEACHING THE PRIMARY CURRICULUM OUTDOORS
Learning Through Landscapes
Through real life understanding of teaching and step by step guidance, this book shows readers that every curriculum subject in primary schools can be taught outdoors. It also shows that learning outdoors improves health, wellbeing and attainment, and brings joy to teaching.

Readership: All primary school teachers
Subject: Teacher Resources
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529780444 • 256pp
1st edition • Jun-22 • £19.99
Corwin UK

GREAT TEACHING BY DESIGN
From Intention to Implementation in the Visible Learning Classroom
John Allan Hattie, Vince Bustamante, John Taylor Alamarode, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey
In Great Teaching by Design, the authors explore what future and new teachers need to know and should know about teaching in today's classrooms.

Subject: Student Engagement & Motivation
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071818336 • 128pp
1st edition • Feb-21 • £24.99
Corwin

THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM AND THE TEACHERS’ STANDARDS
Learning Matters
The National Curriculum Programmes of Study for ALL curriculum subjects for Key Stages 1, 3 and the complete Teachers’ Standards in full. Now includes the CCF and the ECF.

Readership: All trainee teachers in England
Subject: Teacher Training
Category: Supplementary Textbook
Paperback • 9781529623833 • 360pp
3rd edition • Jun-23 • £16.99
Learning Matters

PRIDE AND PROGRESS: MAKING SCHOOLS LGBT+ INCLUSIVE SPACES
Adam Brett, Jo Brassington
Enabling teachers and educators to make education and educational spaces inclusive of LGBTQ+ lives.

Readership: All teachers and trainee teachers
Subject: Teacher Resources
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781529619058 • 144pp
1st edition • Jun-23 • £19.99
Corwin UK

CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE TEACHING ONLINE AND IN PERSON
An Action Planner for Dynamic Equitable Learning Environments
Stephanie Smith Budhai, Kristine S. Lewis Grant
This book provides the pedagogical strategies to meaningfully engage all learners, especially in online settings, and ensure that the classroom is inclusive, decolorized, and takes into account the diverse lived experiences of all learners, their families, and communities.

Subject: Teaching Diverse Students
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071855270 • 200pp
1st edition • Apr-22 • £24.99
Corwin
GRADING FOR EQUITY
What It Is, Why It Matters, and How It Can Transform Schools and Classrooms
Joseph Charles Feldman
This book delivers the research base, tools, and courage to tackle one of the most challenging and emotionally charged conversations in today’s schools: our inconsistent grading practices and the ways they can inadvertently perpetuate the achievement and opportunity gaps among our students.

Subject: Teaching Diverse Students
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506391571 • 296pp
1st edition • Oct-18 • £30.99
Corwin

LEARNING THEORIES SIMPLIFIED
…and how to apply them to teaching
Bob Bates
Written for busy teachers, trainers, managers and students, this ‘dip-in, dip-out’ guide makes theories of learning accessible and practical.

Readership: For all those working in education settings as well as students on initial teacher education courses.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781526459381 • 384pp
2nd edition • Jan-19 • £20.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

POSITIVE PEDAGOGY ACROSS THE PRIMARY CURRICULUM
Jonathan Barnes
A book for primary teachers and those training to teach in primary schools on how to develop positive socially-aware teaching that offers deep learning across different curriculum subjects.

Readership: Qualified primary teachers and students on initial teacher education courses training to teach in primary schools.

Subject: Teaching in Primary Schools
Category: Supplementary Textbook
Paperback • 9781529795035 • 208pp
1st edition • Jun-23 • £27.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

LEARNING THEORIES SIMPLIFIED
…and how to apply them to teaching
Bob Bates
Written for busy teachers, trainers, managers and students, this ‘dip-in, dip-out’ guide makes understanding theories of learning accessible and practical.

Readership: For anyone studying education or students training to teach on initial teacher education courses. Also relevant for anyone working in education settings, including schools, further education and beyond.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529601411 • 384pp
3rd edition • Aug-23 • £21.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

EDUCATION THEORIES FOR A CHANGING WORLD
Karl Aubrey, Alison Riley
This book shows how educational theories can be used to support social justice and encourage engagement with contemporary societal issues.

Readership: This book is aimed at undergraduate and postgraduate students on initial teacher education courses, and also undergraduate students on Education Studies degrees and related programmes.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529764147 • 288pp
1st edition • Oct-23 • £24.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

SMART TEACHING
A Guide for Trainee Teachers
Julian White
An evidence-informed guide to major teaching topics found on Professional Studies modules on Initial Teacher Education courses. Written for primary and secondary trainee teachers on any training route into the profession.

Readership: For primary and secondary trainee teachers on any training route into the profession (PCGE, School Direct, BA w/QTS, Teach First). The book covers major teaching topics found on Professional Studies modules on Initial Teacher Education courses.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529727272 • 208pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £22.99
SAGE Publications Ltd
BALANCE WITH BLENDED LEARNING
Partner With Your Students to Reimagine Learning and Reclaim Your Life
Catlin Rice Tucker
Redefining roles in a blended learning classroom encourages students to take ownership over their learning journeys and helps teachers feel more effective, efficient, and energized.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544389523 • 192pp
1st edition • May-20 • £30.99
Corwin

COLLECTIVE STUDENT EFFICACY
Developing Independent and Inter-Dependent Learners
John Allan Hattie, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Shirley Clarke
This book is based on one of the most important influences on student learning: teachers who believe that they can improve their students' achievements. Along with this, the book explores the notion that this powerful belief can also exist between students, enhancing their achievements but also preparing them for real world encounters and job demands.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544383446 • 184pp
1st edition • Aug-21 • £31.99
Corwin

CHALLENGING LEARNING THROUGH FEEDBACK
How to Get the Type, Tone and Quality of Feedback Right Every Time
James Andrew Nottingham, Jill Nottingham
Providing high quality feedback is one of the most critical roles of a teacher. Written by educational innovators James and Jill Nottingham, Challenging Learning Through Feedback provides educators with the tools they need to understand and craft excellent feedback.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506376905 • 184pp
1st edition • Mar-17 • £23.99
Corwin

CONCEPT-BASED INQUIRY IN ACTION
Strategies to Promote Transferable Understanding
Carla Marschall, Rachel Leah French
In a world filled with complexity, the role of the teacher as a facilitator of conceptual understanding has never been more pressing. Concept-Based Inquiry in Action provides teachers with the tools necessary to organize and focus student learning around concepts and conceptual relationships that support deep understanding.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506391298 • 368pp
1st edition • Aug-18 • £30.99
Corwin

CHALLENGING LEARNING THROUGH QUESTIONING
Facilitating the Process of Effective Learning
Martin Renton
Converting curiosity into well-crafted questions is the start of learning. This guide provides tools to encourage students to ask their own insightful questions as they start to inquiry learning.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506376578 • 224pp
1st edition • Aug-20 • £30.99
Corwin

EXPLICIT DIRECT INSTRUCTION (EDI)
The Power of the Well-Crafted, Well-Taught Lesson
John R. Hollingsworth, Silvia E. Ybarra
Written in an entertaining, teacher-friendly, easy to read style with classroom examples, boxed features, and detailed sample lessons, the book covers checking for understanding, lesson objectives, activating prior knowledge, concept and skills development, guided practice, and much more.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506337517 • 248pp
2nd edition • Dec-17 • £29.99
Corwin
IMPLEMENTING MASTERY LEARNING
Thomas R. Guskey

Written by one of the most highly regarded scholar/practitioners in the field and the leading interpreter of Bloom’s work, this updated guidebook is essential reading for teachers, school leaders, professional learning communities, and anyone who believes that all students can learn well, achieve success, and become confident learners.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071851005 • 328pp
3rd edition • Nov-22 • £30.99
Corwin

THE SUCCESS CRITERIA PLAYBOOK
John Taylor Almarode, Douglas Fisher, Kateri Thunder, Nancy Frey

Ensure equity of access to learning and opportunity for all students by designing and employing high-quality, high-impact success criteria that connect learners to a shared understanding of what success looks like for any given learning intention.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Spiral • 9781071831540 • 224pp
1st edition • May-21 • £24.99
Corwin

RIGOROUS PBL BY DESIGN
Three Shifts for Developing Confident and Competent Learners
Michael McDowell

The author shows how Project or Problem-Based Learning can be designed differently in order to accomplish maximum student growth in learning.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506359021 • 208pp
1st edition • Jun-17 • £30.99
Corwin

THE LEARNING POWER APPROACH
Teaching Learners to Teach Themselves
Guy L. Claxton

The purpose of this book is provide guidance for how to construct the incubator of normal lessons so that thoughtful minds are naturally grown.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506388700 • 288pp
1st edition • Mar-19 • £22.99
Corwin

TOOLS FOR TEACHING CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING, SECONDARY
Designing Lessons and Assessments for Deep Learning
Julie Harris Stern, Krista Fantin Ferraro, Juliet Rose Mohnkern

In order for students to become experts and innovators, they need a strong understanding of how the world works. This book helps learners uncover conceptual relationships and how to transfer them to new situations.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781506355702 • 192pp
1st edition • Aug-17 • £30.99
Corwin

TRANSITIONING TO CONCEPT-BASED CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
How to Bring Content and Process Together
H. Lynn Erickson, Lois A. Lanning

A must-have for teachers, curriculum designers, and school leader, providing them with everything they need to know about developing curriculum and instruction for the K-12 classroom, tying in with the Common Core State Standards.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781452290195 • 224pp
1st edition • Feb-14 • £30.99
Corwin
UNLOCKING: LEARNING INTENTIONS
Shirley Clarke
In over twenty years of research, Shirley Clarke has found that the key to understanding, creating, and implementing learning intentions and success criteria is to focus on the process of learning rather than the product or end result.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781544399683 • 176pp
1st edition • May-21 • £30.99
Corwin

ACCELERATING LEARNING FOR ALL, PREK-8
Dr. Rebecca McKinney, Dr. Colleen Urlik
Designed to support equitable access and opportunities through rigorous and engaging assessment, curriculum, and instruction. Accelerating Learning for All, PreK-8, provides strategies to move all students towards becoming independent critical thinkers and problem-solvers.

Subject: Teaching Strategies for Diverse Students
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071888988 • 176pp
1st edition • May-23 • £30.99
Corwin

WORLDWISE LEARNING
A Teacher’s Guide to Shaping a Just, Sustainable Future
Carla Marschall, Elizabeth O. Crawford
Worldwise Learning turns students into local and global citizens who feel genuine concern for the world around them, living their learning with intention and purpose.

Subject: Teaching Methods & Learning Styles
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071835944 • 360pp
1st edition • Dec-21 • £30.99
Corwin

CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE TEACHING AND THE BRAIN
Zaretta Lynn Hammond
Written in a teacher-friendly manner, this resource builds teacher capacity for addressing the needs of underserved students by presenting high-leverage instructional strategies that are informed by the latest findings in neuroscience and cognition, as well as culturally-responsive instruction.

Subject: Teaching Strategies for Diverse Students
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781483308012 • 192pp
1st edition • May-15 • £30.99
Corwin

CONFIDENT ASSESSMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Rachel Forsyth
Designed to work across academic disciplines, this is a practical, theory-informed resource for anyone teaching in the higher education sector.

Readership: For anyone teaching in the HE sector. Essential reading for PGTLE / PGCAP and equivalents courses, as well as any CPD courses that explore assessment, for university lecturers, at any stage of their career.

Subject: Teaching Practice
Category: Core Textbook
Paperback • 9781529770803 • 216pp
1st edition • Oct-22 • £25.99
SAGE Publications Ltd

LEADING COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
Lyn D. Sharratt, Beate M. Planche
This book offers a model of action for principals, school leaders and teachers, enabling them to build a collaborative culture through learning together and meeting students’ needs as a team.

Subject: Team Building
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781483368979 • 320pp
1st edition • Apr-16 • £30.99
Corwin
BUILDING TO IMPACT
The 5D Implementation Playbook for Educators

Arran Hamilton, Douglas B. Reeves, Janet M. Clinton, John Allan Hattie

This book provides a road map to bypassing that gap in schools or districts, offering a carefully researched, field-tested methodology that takes leadership teams, professional learning communities, and educators all the way from good ideas to systematic impact.

Subject: Visible Learning
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071880753 • 232pp
1st edition • Jul-22 • £30.99
Corwin

COURAGEOUS CONVERSATIONS ABOUT RACE
A Field Guide for Achieving Equity in Schools and Beyond

Glenn E. Singleton

The Third Edition offers new coverage of the structural inequities in schools and society that have been exposed by the pandemic as well as heightened public awareness of racial injustice.

Subject: Working with Minority Students
Category: Professional
Paperback • 9781071847121 • 312pp
3rd edition • Oct-21 • £31.99
Corwin